Creating Independent Watch Apps
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Enabling Sign in with Apple allows your users to authenticate with their Apple ID.
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Allow “MyGreatWatch” to access your location while you are using the app? This app wants to access your location while in use and in the background.
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Notification service extension support
Apple Push Notification service is a robust and highly efficient service for propagating information to devices.
Background Modes

Background Modes specifies that the app provides specific background services and must be allowed to continue running while in the background. These keys should be used sparingly and only by apps providing the indicated services. Where alternatives for running in the background exist, those alternatives should be used instead.
// WatchKit code for registration of notifications

import WatchKit
import UserNotifications

class ExtensionDelegate: NSObject, WKExtensionDelegate {

    func applicationDidFinishLaunching() {
        let center = UNUserNotificationCenter.current()
        center.requestAuthorization(options: [.alert, .sound]) { (granted, error) in
            // Enable or disable features based on authorization.
            if (granted) {
                WKExtension.shared().registerForRemoteNotifications()
            } else { /* Handle no access */ }
        }
    }
}
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    func didFailToRegisterForRemoteNotificationsWithError(_ error: Error) {
        /* Disable remote notification features */
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// WatchKit code for handling background notifications

import WatchKit
import UserNotifications

class ExtensionDelegate: NSObject, WKExtensionDelegate {

    func didReceiveRemoteNotification(_ userInfo: [AnyHashable : Any],
        fetchCompletionHandler: @escaping (WKBackgroundFetchResult) -> Void) {

        /* Handle background notification */
        fetchCompletionHandler(.newData)
    }
}
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        fetchCompletionHandler(.newData)
    }
}
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Registration and delivery
import PushKit

func registerForComplicationPushes() {
    let pushRegistry = PKPushRegistry(queue: .main)
    pushRegistry.delegate = self
    pushRegistry.desiredPushTypes = [.complication]
}

func pushRegistry(_ registry: PKPushRegistry,
    didUpdate pushCredentials: PKPushCredentials,
    for type: PKPushType) {
    /* Forward complication token to server */
}

func pushRegistry(_ registry: PKPushRegistry, didInvalidatePushTokenFor type: PKPushType) {
    /* Handle invalidated token */
}
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// Handle incoming complication push

import PushKit

func pushRegistry(_ registry: PKPushRegistry,
didReceiveIncomingPushWith payload: PKPushPayload,
for type: PKPushType,
completion: @escaping () -> Void) {

    /* Handle receiving complication push
     Reload complication timeline */
}
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}
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open var isCompanionAppInstalled: Bool { get }
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CloudKit Best Practices  WWDC 2016
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// Background push

let notificationInfo = CKSubscription.NotificationInfo()

// Set only this property

notificationInfo.shouldSendContentAvailable = true

// CloudKit will deliver a push, listen for pushes via:

func didReceiveRemoteNotification(_ userInfo: [AnyHashable : Any],
    fetchCompletionHandler: @escaping (WKBackgroundFetchResult) -> Void) {...}
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developer.apple.com/wwdc19/208
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